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The Ironwood Brewing Company
A small star in the Meeske & Hoch Constellation

By Larry Beauchamp and Doug Hoverson

Charles Meeske & Reiner Hoch had long careers in the brewing business in the Upper
Midwest. They began operating breweries in Milwaukee short term as proprietors of the
brewery once owned by Christopher Bast. In 1878, they moved out of one of the most
competitive beer markets in the country and took over the Concordia Brewery in Marquette,
Michigan. This brewery had once been owned by George Rubelein, but Meeske and Hoch leased
and later purchased it from Marquette banker Peter White. Soon after, they added another
Upper Peninsula brewery to their holdings—the J.J. Kohl & Co. brewery in Negaunee, just to
the west of Marquette. The combined breweries adopted the name Upper Peninsula Brewing
Company in 1890. They soon built a new brewery in Marquette, but closed the Neguanee plant
in 1896—most likely to devote more time to a fresh enterprise, the brand new Duluth Brewing
& Malting Co. (Charles Meeske’s brothers, Otto and Gustav, had worked with him in Milwaukee
and purchased the former A. L. Johnson brewery in Muskegon, Michigan.)
While these businesses are well known (especially Duluth Brewing & Malting, covered in
American Breweriana Journal issue #96, January-February 1999), from 1903 to 1918
Meeske and Hoch also operated a lesser-known brewery, the Ironwood Brewing Co. Located
just east of Wisconsin’s notorious saloon city of Hurley. Ironwood was about halfway between
Duluth and Marquette. Even though the brewery is most commonly associated with Meeske,
Hoch, and their manager, Frank Dick, its story actually begins two
years earlier.
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A Message From
Our President . . .
Bob Heger

Why we work to preserve beer history.

I am keenly aware that the history of beer goes
way back to the early days of civilization. As I write this,
I am thinking about the U.S. of 100 years ago. 2020
marks the centennial anniversary of Prohibition, a
constitutional ban on production and sale of alcohol that dramatically
disrupted the brewing industry in the United States.
With the closing or conversion of thousands of breweries to production of non-alcoholic
products in 1920, this legislation unwound work done over the course of 60 years to establish
beer making as a thriving, locally sourced business throughout the country. While breweries
that closed were large and small most beer makers faced the need to transfer accumulated
brewing skill and knowledge to other diverse business endeavors. This dissipation of
institutional knowledge was accompanied by the eventual scattering, repurposing or
destruction of the physical infrastructure that undergirded the brewing business.
Fortunately, history motivated collectors accumulated beer related physical items in
private collections. They were followed by adventuresome authors who resurrected or
memorialized the stories of entrepreneurship and innovation that developed and defined beer
making from the 1860’s to 1920.
One such example is Doug Hoverson’s “The Drink That Made Wisconsin Famous”. A
recent purchase for me, I find he carefully details the rich history of Wisconsin beer making
through interesting stories that inform and connect readers to pre and post prohibition history.
The Museum of Beer and Brewing in collaboration with Old World Wisconsin, continues
telling the pioneer brewing story through live brewing sessions, using period authentic
ingredients, recipes, equipment and methods. This experiential approach makes the written
stories of 1870’s beer making come alive in an interactive format. It’s a lot of work by
dedicated volunteers motivated to preserve history, giving their time and talent to make this
valuable experience available for all.
Today, 100 years later the pre-prohibition business model has resurfaced with
thousands of creative brewers writing their stories to a new era of brewing. Enjoy this
renaissance of local beer culture but don’t forget to learn the stories of the brewing pioneers
and early innovators.
Bob Heger

As we compile this issue of our newsletter, I would like to honor the memory of
a friend and Museum of Beer & Brewing member that recently passed away. David
Tower, of Grand Rapids, MI assisted me with proof reading articles and adding his
English language skills. His assistance will be missed.

Darrell Smith

sdarrell770@gmail.com

The answer to last issue’s trivia question: The answer to last issue’s trivia question: The
popular cartoon character Mr. Magoo was used by two breweries in the 1950s to promote their
beer. What breweries are we talking about? Stag beer made by Griesedieck Western
Brewery Co. and Rheingold beer made by Rheingold Brewery.
This issue’s trivia question: Match the date to the event.
1962
1959
1969
1960
1965

“Ring Pull” tab introduced
Canned beer outsells bottled beer for first time.
Aluminum can top introduced
Tab top can introduced.
Aluminum can introduced
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Milwaukee Public Museum’s 2020 Food and Froth
By: Bob Giese

The Museum of Beer & Brewing had
another successful evening
at this year’s
Food & Froth. This was the 21st Annual Food
& Froth sponsored by the Milwaukee Public
Museum. The venue was sold out with 1900
guests.
Our table was one of the most
popular. We received many compliments on
our display of brewing history and selection of
historic beers. We displayed a number of
historic
items,
information
on
our
organization and pictures with bottles of
Blatz, Schlitz, Pabst and Miller as well as
samples of these beers.
A special thank you to Andy Ogens and
Gary Luther for their help in providing favors
of Milwaukee history to our guests.

This is the first of several intermittent
articles addressing some common
misconceptions regarding beer circulating
today. If you have a question on a specific
“story” you have heard and want to know
the truth, or have something to share, we
would be glad to hear from you. Contact
us at sdarrell770@gmail.com
There are many misnomers, fallacies,
and misconceptions about beer and it’s
history circulating around.
A simple
misconception is different beer is available
from the same fermenter dependent on its
location such as light beer is from the top,
“regular” beer is available from the middle
and dark, heavy beers are from the bottom.
This is blatantly false. I hope to correct a few
of these misconceptions throughout the
future of these articles.
Of course the
corrections themselves are open to discussion
and debate. One such discussion revolves
around the naming of India Pale Ale.
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At the height
of its empire Britain
had citizens, sailors
and
soldiers
stationed
around
the world.
India
was one of its most
important outposts.
Since the country
was too warm for
brewing in stepped
brewers
from
England to help fill
this void.
One of
them in the late
1700s was George
Hodgson of Bow
The Hodgson Bow
Brewery
in
East
Brewery closed in 1927.
London.
Bow
Brewery brewed a
porter which after sailing around Africa and
sitting in the hold of a ship for six months in
pitching seas the porter often arrived stale,
infected or worse.
Continued on page 9

Ironwood Brewing Company
Continued from page 1
In fact, construction started before the end of April. Haehnle took
time out to return to Jackson, get married, and bring his new wife back to
Ironwood. There were a few delays in Haehnle’s optimistic schedule, but eventually the
Ironwood News-Record announced that the Superior Brewery had begun operations on
August 16. The plant had a reported capacity of 10,000 barrels per year and employed five
men at first—though they predicted that fifteen would be required if the brewery produced at
capacity. Haehnle began production with three kinds of beer: Pilsner, Hofbrew,
and Standard. All of these were based on beers made at the family’s brewery in
Jackson. The Ironwood News-Record article included an interesting
possibility—“If the demand is sufficient [Haehnle] will brew the Swedish Pilsner.”
About six weeks later, the Ironwood Times reported that the first beer was on
tap in local saloons on September 28 and that the beer was as good as any
available on the market. In fact, initial demand was so great that Haehnle was
forced to restrict sales during early November in order to let production catch up.
Haehnle tried to make a virtue of the shortfall, arguing that his lager had to be
properly conditioned, and that he would not sell “under-aged” beer just to
capitalize on the enthusiasm.
The early success of the Superior Brewery led Haehnle to propose
establishing a corporation under the name Ironwood Brewing Co. In December
1901, the Ironwood Times reported that the brewery was seeking to raise
$75,000 in capital to expand the capacity of the brewery to 20,000 barrels per
year (from what this account claimed was 7,000 barrels) and to install a bottling
plant. Ironwood beer apparently was making inroads in local draught accounts—
the company had recently ordered thirty sets of saloon “fixtures” (bars, back
bars, tables, and chairs) and was planning to cover every town in the Gogebic
range. The brewery made the improvements in short order, and by July
Ironwood Brewing Co. advertised its American Standard Beer in quart and pint
bottles. The beer was praised in advertisements as “brewed from the finest
imported hops and chemically pure spring water, filtered, sterilized and
pasteurized.
Entirely free from drugs or poison.” Apparently, the “finest imported hops”
were abandoned for a time, because in March 1903 Ironwood Brewing Co.
advertised a “New Brew” claiming “Imported Hops will hereafter Be Used.” The full-page ad
reproduced correspondence with Chas. Koss & Bros. Co. of Milwaukee about ordering Saaz
hops from Bohemia.
Shortly after Ironwood Brewing Co.’s new beers were placed on the market in June,
dramatic news appeared in the local papers. Charles Meeske and Reiner Hoch purchased
“practically all of the stock of the Ironwood Brewing Co.” in late July 1903, believing there was
“an excellent opportunity to build up a large business.” As with nearly every new brewery
owner, they planned “many needed improvements” including a new well. They also proposed
to “make a specialty of bottled beer.” One of the
most important moves the new owners made was to
bring on Frank Dick in 1904 to be secretarytreasurer of the corporation and general manager of
the brewery. He remained the local face of the
company until the brewery closed. Casper Haehnle
left Ironwood and returned to Jackson, though he
also became one of the investors in the Battle Creek
Brewing Co. His career in brewing and beverages
lasted until his retirement in 1951.
Another brewer with a long association with
Ironwood Brewing Co. was Fritz Gretzinger. He
appears to have been with the company in some
capacity from founding until closing. He was listed in
brewing publications in the 1910s as brew master
and president of the company.
Continued on page 5
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Ironwood Brewing -

Continued from page 4
During the next fifteen years, the brewery appears to have
been generally successful, though there is little documentation of the
business. After the purchase by Meeske & Hoch in 1903, mentions of
the brewery in the Ironwood newspapers were mostly of routine
matters such as applications for licenses or occasional notes of Frank
Dick’s travels on brewery business. The one noteworthy exception
was the rumor published in December 1909 that Ironwood Brewing
Co. had purchased land in Hurley to be used as the site for a brewery in case Gogebic County
voted dry at the polls in 1910. The local market was lucrative enough so that Ironwood Brewing
did not have the field to itself. Pabst purchased a number of taverns in the area and turned
them into tied houses. In 1900, Pabst, Gettelman, Schlitz, Miller, and Blatz all had agents in
town. The Miller and Blatz agents were located just a few blocks south of Ironwood Brewing Co.
on Lowell Street. As of 1915, Blatz had a prominent presence in Ironwood, as did another
brewery—Meeske & Hoch’s flagship brewery, Duluth Brewing & Malting. It is not clear why the
owners would cannibalize the sales of one of their breweries by selling the products of another,
but the pair knew their business and must have found sufficient reason. Another Duluth
brewery, A. Fitger & Co., moved into Ironwood and nearby Bessemer later.
Ironwood Brewing Co. advertised with some regularity in local
newspapers, but from 1910 to 1914 most of the ads appeared to be
stock advertisements that said fine things about beer, but never
mentioned specific brands at all and the brewery name only appeared
at the bottom of the ad.
These were probably cheaper for the company than creating
their own ads. Ironwood Brewing Co. apparently spent little on
advertising pieces. A few trays are known to exist, but other than
that, breweriana is limited to rare embossed and labeled bottles.
Photographs of the brewery are also very rare.
Michigan voted to go dry effective 1 May, 1918, and Ironwood
Brewing Co. decided to close the brewery rather than seek export
markets for the little time before the rest of the nation adopted
prohibition. In 1920, under the direction of Frank’s son Raymond
Dick, the equipment in the plant was sold to a company in Minneapolis
and the wooden structures were torn down and the lumber reused for
a barn on the Dick family farm. Articles announcing the razing of the “Marguerit” stock tray,
building reflected that the brewery had been “one of the most produced by American Art
prosperous institutions of the city.” Portions of the main brewery Works, Coshocton, OH. remained for several years, but finally were razed and the brewery circa 1911.
property became the location of Sleight School in 1930.
Special thanks to authors Larry Beauchamp and Doug Hoverson for permission to share this
article with our membership. This article was originally published in the American Breweriana
Journal (September-October, 2019).

Welcome

New Members

` We would like to thank the people that have renewed
their memberships since the last newsletter. Your interest in brewery
history and the completion of the goal of having a beer and brewing
museum in much appreciated.
We welcome new members:

Emily Hughes
Jill Shearer
Nicholas Czinder
Robert Patterson
Amanda Prendergast
Joel & Jackie Kitchin

Minneapolis, MN
Shorewood, WI
Big Rapids, MN
North Aurora, IL
Milwaukee, WI
West Allis, WI

Isak Stolen
Kimberly Dorfner
John Waldmer
Edward Gonda
Dean Hock
Nikki Collier

Park City, UT
West Allis, WI
St. Francis, WI
Minneapolis, MN
Thiensville, WI
Milwaukee, WI

We are glad you joined and look forward to seeing you at upcoming events.
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According to the Brewers Association there are over 7,450 breweries in
operation across the country in 2019. As industry growth has slowed, craft
brewers are slowly increasing their share of the total market. Many local
communities continue to support their local craft brewers as history seems to
be repeating itself. Jerry enjoys writing and speaking about breweries and the
history of the brewing industry.
Ben,
a dentist in
nearby
Delavan,
enjoyed
home
brewing
since
he
was
19
years
old
and has a
passion for
brewing
excellent beers. Ben is the head brewer and
Matt Barta serves as his assistant brewer. I
enjoyed a delicious Crop Duester Cream Ale
as well as a Roosterbeck Amber Lager. Other
beers that friendly bartenders Greg and Judy
had on their list included Bentist Candy Hazy
Juicy IPA, Muddy Duroc Brown Ale, Oatmeal
Snout Stout and a limited release Nutty Bill’s
Peanut Butter Porter.
Laura stated that “they plan to use the
profits to fix up some of the other buildings
on the farm and have their children be able to
have something they want to have, and can
pass on to future generations.”
Laura’s mother, Cathy, twin sister
Leslie, other sister Lindsey and additional
family members and in-laws have also helped
to make this brewery successful and a very
friendly and welcoming place to visit.

At first you can’t
believe
your
eyes,
but
located in the middle of farm
fields outside of Elkhorn,
Wisconsin on County Road O
is a brewery.
Enter the Duesterbeck’s
Brewing Company (www.dbcbrewery.com)
situated amongst rural corn, soybean and
winter wheat fields.
The location gives
credibility to the phrase “if you build it, they
will come” from the movie titled Field of
Dreams. Their grand opening was October
26th and their business has been thriving
since.
Ben and Laura (nee Duesterbeck)
Johnson are the owners of the property
located on her parent’s 159 year old
homestead farm.
Her mother, Cathy
explained how “Laura asked her father Dennis
if it was all right to open a brewery in his
barn and he gave it his blessing”.
Unfortunately Dennis, who had a heart
transplant 12 years prior, passed away before
this dream could come true. Upon inspection
to renovate the barn they deemed that the
foundation was in such terrible condition that
the entire building had to be demolished.
The Johnson’s built a fascinating new
47 foot tall bright red building within the
footprint of the old structure and installed a 7
barrel brewing system and 4 fermenters.
They repurposed plenty of the old wood in the
tap room including the bar top, tables,
shelves and beams to mount overhead
lighting and the wall behind the beer taps.

The bar has an industrial feel backed by
beautiful barn wood.
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Wahl purchased this farm outside of Fish
Creek.

Another barn brewery was the subject
of research for my recent speaking
engagement on “The History of Brewing in
Wisconsin” at the Door County Historical
Society.
An acclaimed German chemist
named Dr. Robert Wahl and his partner Max
Henius opened the Wahl-Henius Brewing
Institute in Chicago in the 1890’s.
They
developed standards and procedures for the
brewing process that were admired by the
major breweries.
They would send their
ambitious young brewers and brew masters
there for training.
When the Prohibition Era started Wahl
closed the institute and retired to Door
County.
He purchased a large farm and
orchard outside of Fish Creek and “allegedly”

continued to experiment with brewing for the
next thirteen years.
The windows that surround the top of
his silo give credence to the brewing theory
and it’s rumored that he used them as
lookouts for federal agents who could shut
down his illegal brewing operation.
After Prohibition ended Wahl moved
back to Chicago to reopen his former
business. He continued to run his prestigious
Wahl Institute College of Brewing and
authored three very informational books on
brewing until he passed away in 1937. The
deteriorating farm still stands and holds all of
the secrets of its past within its walls. Please
remember to support your local craft brewery,
historical society and museum.

The barn silo was rumored to be used as a
lookout for federal agents.

Prosit!

The Museum of Beer and Brewing and
Old World Wisconsin will continue their
successful collaboration into the 2020 season.
Museum volunteers will continue historic
brewing demonstrations from the mid to late
19th century on the Old World grounds.
Stylized wardrobe and period brewing
equipment have been added to replicate this
authentic brewing experience.
If you have not visited these brewing
demonstrations, 2020 would be a great time
to add it to your summer schedule. Take
pictures and talk to our brewers.

June 13th
June 27th
July 11th
July 25th
August 8th
August 22nd
September 12th
September 26th
September 27th
October 10th
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American Cream
Ale
Welsh Ale
American Cream
Ale
Welsh Ale
American Cream
Ale
Welsh Ale
American Cream
Ale
Welsh Ale
American Cream
Ale
Welsh Ale

Beer has a long,
complex, and colorful
story.
As a graphic
novel this a fun, funny
and
enjoyable
read
discussing the world’s
favorite beverage. This
soft cover book is more
than a comic book I read
growing up. The book is
well
researched
and
entertaining.
The initial premise
is as the world’s favorite
beverage beer is good. The book is divided
into eight chapters which allows you to easily
refill your beer glass and grab some snacks.
Interspersed in the chapters are nine one
page mini-lessons on specific beer styles
such as bock, pilsner and porter. The book
provides a web address to obtain further
chapter notes but when I attempted to
access the site I was unable to go beyond
the initial teaser. There is an index provided
but no bibliography. Occasional pages do
have footnotes for added clarification.
You are transported through 9000
years of beer history. It begins with an
accidental discovery, works its’ way through
social and political upheaval, through
religious, economical, geographical, and
scientific forces to the current state of affairs.
Every sip of beer you take has the power to
transport you to a time of profound
significance.
The color illustrations are used liberally
to highlight the story of beer from the Stone
Age to the present craft beer revolution.
Interesting tidbits are thrown in to tease and
possibly pique your interest to do more
research.
An example would be the
Barbarian God Wodan that rewarded glorious
battlefield deaths with endless partying in the
afterlife. That seems to be an excuse for
drinking on Wednesdays.
Other religious
figures include Saint Patrick and St. Brigit.
Monks are also shown playing an important
role in beer production.
If you have read a book and would like to
mention it and would like to write a guest
review, or would like a particular
book reviewed, please let us
know.

By: Darrell Smith
There is room for thought also with
discussions of things such as the evolution of
pottery and other archaeological evidence.
This is part of the historical puzzle. At one
time ancient people gathering wild barley,
wheat or other grain, possibly in an animal
skin or wooden container, would have made
not bread but a gruel. Unfortunately any evidence would be gone with the materials,
which would have decayed long ago leaving
nothing to find.
Once the effects of this gruel were noticed why was it continued to be produced
when food was at a premium? Ever wonder
what the difference between infusion and decoction mashing is? What about vorlaufing?
Find out about this and many other items as
you read about beer.
The Comic Book Story of
Beer
The World’s Favorite
Beverage from 7000 BC to
Today’s Craft Brewing
Revolution
By Jonathon Hennessey
and Mike Smith
Art by Aaron McConnell,
Lettering by Tom
Orzechowski
Ten Speed Press, 2015
Trade Paperback ISBN 978
-1-60774-635-5
Also available as an eBook
ISBN 978-1-60774-636-2

Join us at these upcoming events. If you are
interested in helping out, contact a board
member for more information.
Annual Meeting . . . . . . May
(the date to be announced)
Germanfest . . . . . . . . . . July 24 – 26
Milwaukee Brewfest . . . July 25
Celebration of Brewers . September 13
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By the 1760s brewers were
advised to add extra hops to beer if it was
being sent to warmer climates. There is no
evidence linking this to a specific brewer.
Hodgson’s Bow Brewery became the
best known and most popular of the pale
ale’s exported to India. He was never the sole
exporter. Pale ale, at 6.5 percent alcohol by
volume was slightly weaker than the average
for the time.
Pale ale and porter were advertised for
sale in India in 1784.
Hodgson’s first
advertisement naming him was in 1793.
There is no evidence of Hodgson’s pale ale
recipe at this time. The first recipe for pale
ale shipped to India occurs in 1821.
Hodgson’s beer was often called “pale ale for
India”. The Liverpool Mercury newspaper on
January 30, 1835 ran an ad for Hodgson’s
“East India Pale Ale.” It was not until 1869,
long after the Hodgons left the brewery that
a writer named William Molyneaux wrote,
“the origin of India pale ale by common
consent…was the Old Bow Brewery”.
The Hodgson Bow Brewery closed in
1927. At no time did George or his
sons, Mark and Frederick, ever claim
that India Pale Ale was invented in
their Bow Brewery.

Continued from page 3
The recipients were initially unhappy
with the quality of the product. Hodgson
attempted to remedy the situation by
shipping unfermented beer or sending
concentrate with finishing taking place in
India.
This did not solve the problem.
Hodgson then tried a lighter style of beer,
pale ale. He hoped the stronger alcohol and
hop levels would stop spoilage. The process
was successful and the rest is history.
Except, of course that much of this is
not true. Ale had been exported to India and
other British locales, from at least the
beginning of the 18th century. There may
have been some spoilage but beers could
easily last a year in their casks. Therefore
nobody needed to invent a new style of beer
to survive the long journey. Porter continues
to be popular in warm climates. Pale ales
were around for at least 100 years before
George Hodgson began brewing.

References

“The Truth About the Origins of IPA” by
Martyn Cornell https://
beerconnoisseur.com/articles/truth-aboutorigins-ipa
“How the India Pale Ale Got its Name” by
William Bostwick https://
www.smithsonianmag.com/history/howindia-pale-ale-got-its-name-180954891/
“India Pale Ale” http://allaboutbeer.com/
beer_style/india-pale-ale/

Mesopotamia has long been thought to have been the
location of the origin of beer approximately 9,000 years
ago. That is until a recent discovery in Israel.
Archaeologists in Israel have recently unearthed the
“World’s Oldest Brewery” in an Israeli cave. Their discovery
of cereal-based beer being consumed 13,000 years ago has
humans downing beer long before the advent of agriculture.
The residue suggests barley or wheat was used to make beer. The resulting beverage
was most likely consumed during ritual feasts and celebrations among the Natufians. The
ancient brew was more porridge or gruel-like than the beer we know today. The booze was
fermented but probably weaker than modern beer.
This discovery indicates that making alcohol was not necessarily a result of agricultural
surplus, but developed for ritual purposes and spiritual needs. Alcohol making and food
storage were among the major technological innovations that eventually led to development of
civilizations around the world.
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Our Mission
To preserve and display the
proud history of beer and
brewing throughout the world
and particularly in North America.

P.O. Box 1376
Milwaukee, WI 53201-1376

